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.Board approves
higher grad fees

not bad enough, maintenance has decided to add
II you attend any classes in the portables you will,
that you are blind, have noticed the garbage deposit
the portables. There is one place that they could
uses it as a parking lot, so· until they
be disrupted by the boxes being emptied, the smell
irea and we'll have to look at them.

refuses SUB
ntenance bill

president of the
The Cord, Tuesday,
August the school's
Cliff Bilyea told
deficit and
the money to

had

Turvey rejected Bilyea 's request
stating it came too late in the year
to be included in the SAC budget
and that such a large unbudgeted
expenditure could put SAC's
capital projects in doubt, including
the new Turret pub in the SUB.
Turvey said the capital
expenditures for the pub have
already amounted to more than
$5,000 and because of notices from
the Liquor License board, further
expenditures may be necessary.
The request by the university to
have SAC cover the $6,000 could
put the operation of the pub in
jeopardy, he said.
"We've already gone past the
point of no return as far as the pub
is concerned", he said, "but there
may come a day when the pub
simply becomes too expensive for
us to operate."
If the university continues in its
demands to have SAC pay the
deficit in the maintenance bill, the
day of reckoning for the pub may
be very soon.
At this point, he said, SAC would
either have to close the pub, or
would have to ask the university to
take over the operation.

en's Place
house
nmversary Open
's Place to be held
Jtember 24th from
.m. will emphasize
pation in the
women's role in

literature, and the political nature
of the women's movement.
On
Open
House
night
representative members of the
different interest groups will be
present. The early part of the
evening from 7:00 to 8:30 will be
devoted to informal discussions
centering around the Educational
Collective, the Writing Collective,
the Research Project and Staffing
Group.
At 8:30 two other interest groups
will be introduced: a feminist
theatre group and a Health
Collective.
Music by local women and
refreshments will be part of the
evening's activities.

The university's board of
governors has approved a plan
suggested by WLU controller Tam
Giesbrecht that will see arts
graduate students paying a $50
student council fee beginning in
September 1975.
This will be an increase of 100
percent.
The $50 fee will be divided
equally between the Student
Council activity fee, and the
Student -Union Building operating
fund.
Arts graduates will thus be
required to pay fees Identical to
undergraduates.
At present the $25 building fund
fee is voluntary for graduates
while the activity fee is
compulsory.
University accountant Garry
Lambert has projected a $6,000
deficit for 1974-75 in the operation
of the building.
The $25 paid by
each
undergraduate at the time of
registration is taken by the
university and used to meet
mortgage payments and to cover
maintenance cost.
In the past there has been money
to cover both costs. However,
inflation has lead to higher
maintenance costs and thus the
deficit.
Phil Turvey, president of the
Student Administrative Council
said he was surprised when dean of
graduate studies Norman Wagner
told him of the Geisbrecht
proposal.
Turvey said he was carrying on

For slow
learners

\.

Neale Taylor
.... examining the options.
discussions with Wagnar about the
legal right of graduate students to
enter the new Turret pub, since
they have not contributed to the
upkeep of the building.
The SAC president suggested
graduate students pay a $5
membership fee to cover
maintenance and upkeep, but the
dean said it would be difficult to
get such a motion passed by · the
board.
Wagnar then informed Turvey of
Giesbrecht's $25 proposal which
was presented to the board at a
meeting that afternoon and
accepted.
Turvey said Tuesday Neale
Taylor, WLU acting president, is
examining the board's action to
assess the intent of the motion.
Turvey said there is a possibility
the fee could be withdrawn by
another university body.

The board of governors
approved a new fee schedule for
graduate students which will mean
a more costly MA for any student
who takes longer than one year to
complete his degree.
Under the current system, a
master's candidate pays $585 basic
tuition fee in his first year and, for
thesis students, $150 every year
until the degree is granted.
Thus a degree earned in one year
cost $735, in two years $885 and in
three years $1035.
Under the new system passed by
the board, Sept. 10 a grad student
will pay a one shot $300 basic fee in
his first year plus $100 for every
four month term until the degree is
earned. Enrollment in every term
is compulsory.
Thus the yearly term payments
amount to $300.
Under this new system, a one
year masters will cost $600, a two
year degree, $990 and a three year
degree $1200.
The restrictions on the 5-year
limit on a student's candidacy will
still apply, however, the new
system will remove the distinction
between part-time and full-time
students.
All "part-time" candidates will
be forced to pay fees according to
the same schedule, which
essentially means an end to parttime graduate studies at WLU.

Campus pub now open
by Fred Youngs
The long awaited fulltime pub at
WLU finally opened for business
on Monday, September 15.
The pub was a long time coming
due to the immense hassles
encountered in working through
the different levels of the
bureaucracies that the two
working committees had to
contend with. The most opposition
came from the hotel owners, who
felt that both the pub here and the
one at U of W would infringe on
their business. These owners felt
that their major source of business
are the student bodies of both
schools and with the definite
advantage in both proximity and
beverage prices, the students
would tend to not leave the campus
area, but stay on and drink there.
The committee has been
working through the entire
summer towards the opening of
the pub. Phil Turvey, Mark
Fletcher, Cliff Bilyea, Jim Craven
and Carol Arnold worked with the
government and LLBO officials
towards the final licence. Marshal
Spegel, Mike Strong, Blair Hansen
and Rick Cropley wotketl in the
decoration end, setting it up to ·The student council's Turret Pub opened Monday and, as can be
meet only the preliminary expected, the administration promptly shuffled offices up there.
banquet licence for each Friday supervisor in the person of Jim
requirements for the licence.
As of yet there has been no has to do with the image of this Craven. Craven has had extensive
"suitcase experience in hotel management,
fulltime licence issued to the university as a
university, so the Turret is university." In talking to the Cord, owning his own establishments
operating on a banquet permit. Blair Hansen said that SAC will and working at the same positions
Banquet permits must be run on this basis until Friday night in the Faculty Club at U of W. As
reapplied for each day, and when operation proves profitable. One of yet, his position has not been
the fulltime licence comes the hopes of Hansen was that the ratified by SAC, but they expect no
through,
probably
before Fridays would go because of problem with it. As it stands, the
November, a banquet licence will entertainment being provided on pub will operate on seemingly
be requested for each Friday.
both Thursday and Friday.
shaky legs that are solidifying
The reasoning behind the
SAC has hired a full time lounge more each day.
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BOOKSTORE
We h~ve calculators for students, teachers and businessmen. Anyone who needs
lightening-fast solutions to mathematical problems will find the answers in these
ingenious pocket models. 5% discount on all calculators Sept. 18,19,20.
Tl-2500
$64.95
Adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides - chain or constant
operation - full floating decimal - AC adapter I charger included
to recharge built-in batteries or operates directly from wall
outlet- Fully guaranteed- 8 digit display- Add, subtract, multiply
and divide in seconds.

a

/

Tl-2550
$88.95
Live memory system - calculates and stores previous answers
for later use - Full floating decimal plus 2-place or 4-place
decimal - Calculates percentages instantly for taxes, discounts
and similar problems- Bright 8 digit display- One year warranty
-Multiplies and divides by a constant- Multiplies, divides, adds
and subtracts in seconds.

SR-10
$93.95
Special key functions- square roots, squares, reoiprocals, change
sign, scientific notation, addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division
Fast-recharge
long-life
batteries
AC
adapter I charger included - Bright red display shows 8 digit
numbers, 2 digit exponents, minus signs, overflow sign and lowbattery warning- Floating decimal- Guaranteed one year.

SR-11
$108.95
Pi, scientific notation, square rc;>ots, squares, reciprocals at the
touch of a key as well as addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division - Constant, chain and mixed calculations - Floating
decimal - Change sign key and standard arithmetic - Full year
Warranty.

SR-36
$149.95
14-digit display: 10-digit man.tissa, 2-digit exponent, 2 signs Common or scientific notation - Memory bank - Pi key, square
root, exchange key - Degree or radian key - Rechargeable
nickle I cadmium batteries of AC power- AC adapter I recharger
and carrying case included.

Vic
$54.95
"The mini with the moxie"
Reliable microminiature LSI electronics.
Instantly adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides.
Constant division and multiplication.
Do chain and mixed calculations with no re-entering of figures Sharp, readable 8-digit, LED display of entries and answers - Full
floating decimal position.
Big, easy-touch keys.

tu
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living "common-law" with the
opposite sex because "studentship"
and "marital status" are not included in section three of " The
Ontario Human Rights Code."
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Security Deposits
A security deposit is usually
money given to the landlor,d by the
tenant as a guarantee that the
rented premises will be returned in
the same condition as at the time of
rental and also as economic security
to the landlord in case the tenant
departs before the termination of
the lease.
It is now illegal for the landlord
to demand a security deposit for
damage under the LT A. He is ,
however , allowed to ask for a
security deposit as non-payment of
rent but it cannot exceed one
month's rent . Under the same Act,
the landlord must pay interest at
the rate of six per cent per year for
that deposit.
·
-If the landlord or tenant terminates the lease prior to the last
month, the landlord must apply the
deposit for the last r~nt period
preceeding the termination. If the
tenant does not owe any rent, then
the landlord ought to return the
security deposit. If the landlord
fails to do this, then the tenant can
sue in Small Claims Court.
Under the same Act , it is illegal
for a landlord to demand that a
tenant pays future rent by postdated cheques. However, it does
not prevent the tenant from
agreeing to pay .future rent by
post-dated cheques if he/she so
wishes.

Obligations of the Landlord
Besides the obligations specified
under the lease signed by the
landlord and tenant, the landlord
has to fulfill certain obligations
under statute. For example, the
rented premises must be provided
and maintained in a good state of
repair and suitable for dwelling. It
is also the responsibility of the
landlord to comply with health and
safety standards, including housing
standards required by the Jaw.
However., l he term "rented premises" in' sectiop-96 of the LTA is
undefined, so a problem of interpretation may arise when , for
example, a sink, refrigerator, or
lighting fixture breaks down
because ~uch appliance or fixture

f't' ;,
I

~~~~t

'I I

lmt~

arthur

-·- -

may be argued as not covered by
the term "rented premises".
If the tenant leaves the apartment prematurely (meaning : before
the end of the rental period
without mutual agreement between
the landlord and tenant), the landlord is under a duty to re-rent the
premise as soon as possible and at
the best possible rent. The landlord
may then sue the tenant for any
damage suffered, such as deficiency
in rent and cost of repairs.
As required by law , the landlord
has to post sections 98 to 103 and
section I 09 (which concern the
termination of tenancies) together
with, his/her legal name and address
in obvious areas of the rented
premises. Failure to do this may
result in paying a fine as specified
insection 108oftheLTA.
The LT A also requires a duplicate original copy of the lease
delivered to the tenant within 21
days or a tenant's obligations will
cease until such copy is delivered .

to be sued.
Except for candidates or their
representatives who are running for
elected office, it is illegal for the
landlord to restrict canvassers from
entering an apartment complex. If
the landlord wants to restrict certain trade people from entering the
premise, he/she should bring it to
the tenant's attention either as a
term of the written lease, or by
verbal notice, or post noticeable
sign before the lease is entered into.
Those. who are interested in
subletting the premise should consult section 91 of the LT A. 'J:he
tenant must get the permission of
the landlord before subletting or
assigning.
.
It is now illegal for landlords to
seize the goods and possessions of
the tenant who is in default of rent
without going to court. A tenant
would have the right for damages in
case the landlord does.

Tenants Rights

There are at least three ways by
which a lease can be terminated :
1) Consent -both ·parties of a
tenancy agreement can mutually
consent to terminate their relationship; this termination may be
effective immediately or at some
future date.
2) Notice - the notice may be
given by the landlord or tenant
either orally or in writing. A tenant
can deliver the notice personally to
the landlord, or his agent, or send it
by ordinary mail to the landlord's
posted address. However, when the
landlord sends out the notice of
termination, he must deliver it
personally' unless the tenant is
absent or evading service in which
case it may be handed to an adult
person in the premise, posted, or
sent by registered mail. For weekly

The tenant has the right to
"quiet enjoyment" and has exclusive possession of the rented premise. The landlord cannot enter the
pre_mise without giving the tenant a
24 hours written notice specifying
the time during daylight hours
when he/she intends to enter unless
the tenant agrees at time of entry,
or there is an emergency , or th,e
lease provides the right to show the
rented premise to perspective
tenants after notice of termination
has been given.
The tenant may change the
locking system of the rented premise only with the consent of the
landlord. By the same token, a
landlord who alters Jocks without
the consent... of the tenant is liable

Tennination

tenancies a full rental week's notice
is needed. For monthly tenancies a
full rental month's notice must be
given. For year to year tenancies 60
clear days notice is required. Suppose you are a monthly tenant and
pay rent on the first day of each
month; on october 4th the landlord
gives you a notice of termination
asking you to move out by the end
of the month. Under section 102 of
the LT A, you have the right to stay
until november, 30th if you so wish.
3) Court order- a tenancy may
be terminated upon application by
either the landlord or tenant.
Beside the methods mentioned
above a tenant may cause termination of the lease by some extralegal methods such as holding wild
parties.
-

Legal Information
This article does not claim to be
exhaustive, nor does it claim to be
quotable in legal proceedings. It
intends only to supply some basic
information on the rights of tenants
so that the students concerned
become aware of their rights in this
area . Those who are interested and
would like to obtain further details
may consult Ron Mcinnes' Ontario
Landlord/Tenant Relations
(Toronto : Self Counsel Press,
1972). Ontario Legal Aid (Suite
1603, 130 Albert St., Ottawa.
Phone 233-8434) would be pleased
to give you information on legal
aid . For general information on
legal matters, you may contact the
Landlord and Tenant Advisory
Bureau (1137 Wellington St.,
Ottawa. Phone 722-4653 ), or the
Ontario Human Rights Commission
(400 University Ave., Toronto) or
Women's Bureau (400 University
Ave., Toronto).
from the Charlatan
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Blast from
the Past
No one is wondering more
than I why I am writing this
editorial.
I am the former managing
editor of this journal and while
that may not mean much to
you, it got me a job in the
bourgeois press.
I'm here at WLU to help
Fred, Henry and the rest of this
year's Cord staff put out their
first regular issue.
I wrote my official "goodbye" editorial last year.
Since I left in April, 12
portables have been placed on
the school's grounds, Neale
Taylor has taken up his
position of acting president,
and a number of new deans
and other senior officials have
been appointed.
Since I arrived today I've
learned
that
the
administration is trying to stick
SAC with a cleaning bill of
S6,000 for the Student Union
Building, has engineered a
change in the student senate
election rules and has tended
to leave huge piles of garbage
sitting around in conspicuous
places.
And, of course, since I left
you arrived .
The most disappointing
thing, is that even with a new
president, a new student
council and in some sense, a
new administrative hierarchy,
little has changed.
A financially strapped
university puts 12 portabfes on
its grounds, cleverly conceals
them from the public eye, and
simultaneously boasts of a
multi-million dollar swim
palace.
Incidentally, administrators
will boast, (repeatedly if you
don't stop them) that the
financing of the athletic
building was a triumph of
modern accounting practice.
Neale Taylor has taken over
the reihs of the presidency,
and although little can be said
of a man only one month in
the position, there is still the
ever-present aura of Frank
Peters hovering over Taylor's
head .
People wonder whether the
new, softspoken president can
handle
a
university
accustomed to the gruff rule of
a forceful Menonite preacher.
The
new
deans,
of
whom even less is known, will
have to find their way through
the maze of bureaucracy

separating them from the
source of power at this schoolthe finance department. Ah,
the fiance departmnt ... Fond
memories of a wasted youth
spent hounding business
manager Cliff Bilyea for the
straight dope, and hounding
Controller Tam Giesbrecht for
an appointment.
Bilyea now sits on the board
of governors, the victor in an
election during the summer.
He lost his first bid for the
post.
This is one of those unique
situations where a man can
control the purse strings of an
organization at two entirely
different levels.
As business manager, Bilyea
holds sway over the amount of
food you eat, how much you
pay for you're residence room,
your telephones and other
incidentals.
However,
his
recommendations as business
manager are passed on to his
boss,
Giesbrecht,
who
presents them to the board
where they are voted upon by
board members including, you
guessed it, Bilyea.
Undoubtedly,
alot of
student animosity towards the
administration, long directed
towards the ubiquitous Bilyea,
is sure to be heightened.
And then came you.
Welcome. I have a degree
from this erstwhile institution.
It didn't get me a job, but what
I learned while I was here did.
You may like to think that
this is a quiet academic island
in the midst of a raging stormy
sea of corrupt politics and
immoral business practices.
Therefore, you rationalize,
you .can concentrate on your
school work and forget about
the real world.
Sadly, nothing can be
further from the truth .
The intrique, the coverups,
the corruption, they're all
tbere.
If you' re the average
student, the only way you'll
come to realize this reality is
through the higher prices you
pay each and every year, the
cramped quarters you live and
study in, and the slowly, but
surely deteriorating quality of
this place as an educational
institution .
For your own benefit, be
aware.
Dave Schultz
Classof73

The following people were part of the co-operative effort
that produced this weeks Cord:
Jim Fisher
Susan Mulhall
Helen Puharich
Ruth Luckolk
Jim Haslip
Matt Wells
Dave Schultz

I would like to take the liberty at sure that other letters will be
written about higher costs of food
this time, to extend a warm
welcome and a warning to all those and lower quality, I'm sure the
neophytes who unknowlingly made
issue of inequality in food portions
an unwise decision in coming to on the grounds of sex will be widely
WLU. To those of us who know
discussed. So amidst all the
better, eat your hearts out, you get worthwhile dialogue on the rip-off
what you deserve. I'm sure that of the twentieth century, why don't
you neophytes and we masochistic we as students take a little positive
returners are aware of the new action concerning this issue.
dining hall policy concerning bag
For instance
there are
lunches . The special decree approximately seven hundred
elucidating the new food people on campus or taking out
regulations came out last week. In meal cards, that's a lot of people.
short, the statement said that bag H seven hundred of those people
lunches are no longer a concrete showed up for every meal, which
reality unless you notify the good
isn't too much to ask, then perhaps
fairy 24 hours in advance. Well, the Combine or Bureaucracy, or
this is all very fine· and good for Big Cliff or whatever you want to
those who know that they're going call it will clean up their act, as it
to skip lunch the next day. were. Cleaning up their act in that
However, this writer sees a few they will be forced to make a true
assessment of how much food to
snags in the new policy.
There seems to be no allowance serve. At this time food services
for the acquisition of bag lunches estimates how many people will
or any food stuffs on medical not eat, therefore we're not getting
grounds. Are we supposed to have our 535 dollars worth of food. If
our concussions, plus, broken everyone made it a conscious
limbs, 24 houri; in iidvance for the. effort to show up for every meal
convenience of the people in the and take perhaps a hot plate of
dining
hall?
Again
the food then by their present
administration chooses to ignore (!Cllculations they'll be broken.
the human element in dealing with
Thus we'll be into a better
the students. Of course we cannot bargaining position to try and
blame the ladies in the line for acquire a suitable system of food
dictates beyond their control, even services. This means no more
if it were those dear souls who arbitrary decrees about bag
served up cifal fit for swine on the lunches, no decrease of food items
first night of full dining hall allowed, etc.
operation. But we must look at
The reason that I'm quite
those individuals behind the confident this will work is that by
scenes, tbose responsible for the
policies of food services on this 'residence halls' agreement the
administration is responsible for
campus.
'
Why harp on this idea of the foul- providing the student with three
ups with food on this campus? hot meals a day". And if all seven
Because we the students have hundred of us is too much to fulfill
taken enough flak and lame their legal responsibilities as a
excuses, and bungled up figuring food services <by their present
concerning this issue. I have only calculations) then as members of
written this to make the first year an incorporated student union we
students aware that they are use our lawyer, simple as that.
getting ripped off not only in the Maybe the Food Services
Torque Room but in the Dining Committee won't be a toothless
Hall as well. And to us returning tiger chewing on the last remains
students I think that a little of gristle garnished beef.
Yours hungrily
cleaning up ci the cobwebbed
Gail L Huwood
memory banks is necessary. I'm

Errors and Omissions
In issue one of the Cord [September 2] there were dated and
erronious statements in the article "WLU Structure: What it means" by
Tom Gamer. The article was written last year and was suitable to this
year's structure outline, with the necessary amendments.
Unfortunately the copy containing the amensfments was mislaid and
failed to appear. We now wish to rectify the situation by printing the
amendments as they should have appeared.
The president for this year is Dr. Neale Taylor, who will be replacing
Dr. Frank Peters, who is qn a one year sabbattical.
Board of Governors meetings are open to the public, except when it
is previously stated that they will be in camera.
Dr. F. Turner has replaced Dr. Taylor in the capacity of vicepresident academic.
.
Dr. Jerry Wein has replaced Dr. Kay Peters as co-ordinator of
counselling.
We hope that these corrections will clear up any misunderstandings
created.
The Editors
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A game such as this
generally given credit for having
pushed through the tough stand on
energy accepted by the Premiers.
This proposal, to my way of
thinking, is the most significant
proposal in that it puts all the
provinces on a direct collision
course with the
Federal
government, and the resolution of
this conflict will have far reaching
effects on not only energy in
Canada, but also on the structure
ci Confederation itself. Typically,
however, Premier Lougheed, his
energy proposal, and perhaps also
his bid to begin his unofficial
federal leadership campaign, have
slipped by relatively unnoticed
while Premier Davis of Ontario
and his insignificant inflation
proposal have grabbed the
spotlight.
Premier Davis has that special
ability for making the best of bad
situations. He came into this
conference with relatively little to
offer. Since Lougheed was the
obvious leader in the crucial area
ci energy, Davis needed a different
issue to champion. From his
position as chairman of the
conference, Davis easily jumped
into the conference's suggestion
that
a
Federal-Provincial
conference on inflation be held
before
the
next
budget.
Amazingly, while Lougheed's
proposal deals with a specific
problem and presents specific
response to action by the Federal
government raising serious
questions about the nature of
Confederation, the Davis proposal
which offers no solutions and
raised no serious problems
received the greatest publicity.
Davis then, without giving any real

Dessert

ideas has made himself the
champion of an issue which affects
all of us each day.
Needless to say, of course, since
Premier Davis faces an election
within the year, the inflation issue
could be a good beginning for his
unofficial campaign. The Premier
needs to re-shine an image which
has become slightly tarnished by
the teacher and TTC strikes. On
both strikes Davis managed to look
relatively good in the e,xl, even
tough competent and caring action
earlier on in each case might have
prevented the crisis. When the
teachers marched on Queen's
Park, Davis prevented further
social anarchy by compromising.
When School was about to open,
the Davis government legislated
the TTC back to work for the good
of the community, and Davis was
once again the saviour. For those
few, however, who noticed that
each of these crises could have
been prevented by earlier action,
Davis needed a new issue to
restore their faith. The inflation
issue is just that issue to restore
the faith and the shining image of
the competent caring administrator.
For Ontario, the next election is
a particularily crucial one, not in
respect to who will form the
government, but rather with

respect to who will form the
official oppositioo. H it is assumed
that the Conservatives will form
the government. a safe assumption
I think, then It will be up to the
opposition to set the tone of the
Legislature and to pass as the best
alternative to the government. Far
from being demoralized by the
federal election results, the NDP
has fmnly set its sights on
becoming the official opposition in
Ontario, and bas accompanied this
desire with a stiffening socialist
image and an intense effort to
organize early and effectively.
This twgbening socialist unage
was made manifest at the recent
NDP policy convention in Sudbury
where delegates and MPP's spoke,
for once, freely and openly about
being socialists, and proved this
point by passing a tough policy on
public ownership of energy
resources. Stephen Lewis and his
party are trying to frame
themselves as the only alternative
to Davis and the Conservatives, in
the hopes of leaving the Liberals in
the political wilderness. H the
NDP were to become the official
oppositioo it would give the party
the credibility it is lacking in
Ontario, and would make it a much
greater
threat
to
the
Conservatives in the future.
Premier DaviS then, needs the

inflation issue for two reasons.
Firstly, he needs to restore the ·
faith of the doubters, lost during
his handling of the strikes.
Secondly, he must present himseH
as a better alternative than a
conceived
and
perhaps
strengthening socialist force. The
inflation issue may well serve both
ends, stopping the more of the
doubters and those hardest hit by
inflation from the Conservatives to
the NDP. It is indicative of Davis
and his government however, that
he has not offered any positive
ideas about an all-Canada antiinflation policy, but instead bas
shoved the responsibility onto the
Federal government. H this new
issue championing brings borne to
him the doubters and some of the
lost working people of Ontario, it
will not be by positive policy but
rather by gimmicry, and this in
itseH is evidence enough of his
style and his deserving to be
defeated next election. I fear
however, that the inflation issue is
to be the successful beginning of
yet another provincial campaign
by the Conservatives, based on
rab-rah and issue deflection rather
than positive policy initiatives.
Perhaps Mr. Davis may even dig
up the education issue again. That
a game such as this should fool so
many!

ENT LEGAL AID
NOW OPEN
t're ready to handle ·your
ludlord-tenant disputes
civil and
tfhiDtJII traffic act problems
dool administrative problems

triltina'

COME & SEE US
MON. TO FRI.
9AM,TO 5 PM

884-1360, 61
Located in S.A. C. Office

............................
RECORD CO-OP
Mon. - Thurs. 1Oam - 2pm
Fri. 11 :JOam - 1:30pm
Good Selection Low Prices
URGENT The Co-Op needs
to work on Mondays from
The pay is $2.20 an hour.
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- Get to know the people at

At the Commerce, we offer a complete
range of student services, to help you
with your banking needs. Services
that you'll need now, and after
graduation.
Like savings accounts, to help
your money grow. A variety of loan
programs, including Bankplan and
student loans. Chargex, and more.

~e

Commerce on or near your campus.
Drop in and ask about opening a
savings account with us.
We think you'll find our people
are tops, too.

-<t>

CANADIAN IMPERIAL

BANK OF COMMERCE
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Birth Control Info
by Judy Merrill

The intention of the Birth Control
Information Centre at WLU
originally was and still is to
provide the student body of WLU
and· the surrounding community
with necessary information and
services relating to such problems
as venereal disease, unplanned
pregnancies, and birth contror
methods. We hope to establish an
awareness of the facilities
available at WLU and in the K-W
area for those who have need of

them. It was intended tbat the
centre be a place where those
students with difficulties could
relate to a counsellor comfortably,
in an atmosphere of complete
comidentiality.
Although the organization is
student run, this does not
necessarily mean that there is no
real help available. Each
individual working as a counsellor
within this organization must go
through a training period in which
they are taught, counselled and

Birthright offers an alternative to abortion for women with
a problem-pregnancy-by offering free pregnancy test
housing, legal aid, medical aid, maternity and baby clothing:
Confidential BIRTHRIGHT 50 Church St. Kit. 579-3990

guided by experienced doctors, in which the Birth Control Centre
nurses and social workers involved hopes to serve you in the coming
with other similar organizations. year. We hope you will find these
Among our aims this year is a services interesting and valuable,
wish for increased awareness and not only now, but in the future as
communication
among
the well.
students, staff and the community
in all areas of human sexuality.
Through Radio Laurier and the
Cord we will be able to keep in
A community Open House will be
touch with the student population held on the campus on Sunday,
in particular and let you know Oct. 20, from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. when
what is happening with the Centre the university will be "at home" to
itself and also with different the general public and to parents
aspects of sexuality. Another of students, particularly those in
proposal we have been working on first year.
is that of a special week of films,
The date is a change from the
guest speakers, and informal earlier announced date of Oct. 13,
discussions on human sexuality which was a holiday weekend and
which will roughly correspond to the first Sunday in Oktoberfest.
the Festival of Death which was Difficulties in scheduling events
held here last year. In all of these for the date led to the one week
innovations we need the help and . postponement. As in previous
support of the students.
years, the university will provide a
These are just a few of the ways wide variety of events and

Open House

interesting sights during
Laboratory displays will
presented and many other
will provide interest for
The Parents Lounge
Consultation Room on the
hall mezzanine will provide
for coffee, doughnuts
conversation with senior
of the university com
including the president
Student Administrative

Bilyea to
Board of
Govern
Clifford G. Bilyea,
manager at WLU, has
by the university's staff to
representative on the
university board of
Mr. Bilyea, a member i

II
by Cathy Riddell

Another majo
occurred on the
campus this
House (nee
named the
women's
Hall must stand
her illustrious
1acDonald House.
housing problem
v. ith the over
res1dents, and
empty beds in
re ·idences last
the top thought
was quite nee
di covered that
of the past year,
for accommoda
residence, while
v.ere up in
( onrad Hall.
there are six
\\Omen's resi·dlem~es1
looking off
accommodations.
The new head
and Marilyn M

WLU
announ
formation of a
be known as
niversity Press.
ln making the
Dr. :"Jorman
raduate studies
nd director of the
university's. administration
1967, was elected to fill

unexpired term of
Gellatly, who left the
He will serve until next
The other staff
board is Robert
member of the
department. Other mernbenia
board, the highest onw•mimlllll
of the university, are
the faculty, alumni,
federated Waterloo
Seminary, and the comm

Anyone Interested
in selling
for the student
tions please contact
Ad Manager,
Board of Publications
ice.

SWIMMING

INSTRUCTOR

This year, the
ha been increased
hme students. This
three parts: $1.00 is
for all accidental
campus and for
porting events; $3
for drug insurance;
u ·ed to offset the
oC the Health """,."'""''
The drug
)ear. Basically
de igned to
pre cription
\\ithout serious
All prescription
b~ the Health

Wanted to work part
time at the Kitchener
Family YMCA
Contact Bettyloua
743-5201

TICKET LOCATIONS:

participating MAC'S MILK STORES
participating MIDAS MUFFLER SHOPS
participating VOLKSWAGEN/ AUDI/ PORSCHE DEALERS
Mini Car Parts & Accessories
Waterloo Square

Temple Shalom
Reform )ewi
Congregation
Waterloo req
Religious School
Hebrew teachers for
term beginning
5th. For i
call Ethel Fahidy al
0936.

Coming
"White

"Dr. Zhi
With
"Travels With
"OurT
"Separate
"Gone
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For the Love of Macd_o nald

.,.Riddell and Pat Bush

i Iyea t
oard

enjoying their positions and
already a comradery has grown up
between the two floors in
MacDonald House. Because of its
small numbers, MacDonald House
has been able to take advantage of
what advantages democracy has
to offer, and the new constitution
reflects this new and exciting
innovation. As you probably know,
most other residences are
governed by what is known as the
House President and a small group
of people chosen from their
respective halls or floors along
with the
head
residents.
MacDonald House has developed
what has. been called the House
Committee, with an executive
including the head residents, the
three dons and the three section
representatives.
All
other
residents are members of the
House Committee, each holding
the power of one vote. In this way
every resident becomes essential
in the governing of the House and
directly involved with the decision
making that goes on concerning

rules on visiting and quiet hours
and the acquisition of material and
supplies needed for the alterations
and renovations to the building
that are necessary since the
women have moved in. Expanded
kitchen and laundry facilities are
being investigated on an official
level, while imaginative souls are
solving the "urinal" problem with
well placed potted geraniums. A
twenty-four
hour
lounge,
something
new
for
both
MacDonald House and Conrad
Hall, is being planned, and the
decoration and the fitting out of
this lounge was discussed at the
first house meeting last Tuesday.
Although the grad residences
have been using this type of
government, it has been shown to
be ineffectual in the major Halls
primarily due to the problem of
sheer numbers. Trying to pass a
motion presented to 240 residents
such as is the case at Conrad Hall
would be next to impossible under
the same circumstances.
As you know, the other half of

U Presses Its Own
announced

today

I a publishing arm to

as Wilfrid Laurier
Pre
the announcement,
Wagner, dean of
udies at the university
of the press, said the
is dedicated to
1gnificant publications
authors at reasonable
he large university
\V1lfrid
Laurier
Press IS able to bring
manuscript form to
product in a rna tter of
Many university presses
eral years.
typesetting is done on
and because of other

economies, the new press is
publishing full-length books in soft
cover for $3.50 and $5.95 for cloth.
This price, considering the short
run and specialized subjects,
marks an important step forward
in making books available.
Dr. Wagner said dissemination
of the results of scholarly research
is vital to the life of the nation.
"With books today often costing
$15 or more, it is obvious that ways
must be found to break this
spiral."
"The
private
libraries
accumulated by scholars just
won't exist in the future unless
ways are found to make important
books available at an affordable
cost," Dr. Wagner said. "We think

•
.s more expens1ve
Anyone I nteres
selling advertisefllllll
the student
s please cont
Manager, St
oard of Publication

SWIMMING
INSTRUCTOR

health fee
· to $9.00 for fullThis fee consists of
1.00 is for insurance
accidental injuries on
and for off-campus
vents; $3.00 of the fee is
.urance; $5.00 of the fee
.ffset the operating costs
lth Services.
msurance is new this
as1cally the plan is
to provide necessary
drugs for students
financial hardship.
•-•1pllon drugs prescribed
lth Services doctors will

be provided for a handling charge
of twenty cents. Certain nonprescription
items,
when
recommended by the nurses or
doctors will also be covered. Birth
Control medications will not be
covered by under the plan but will
be dispensed at cost price .
This plan is restricted to fulltime students and proof of this
may be requested. Further details
are obtainable at the Health
Services.

this new press built upon the close
co-operation of author and
production staff, with minimum
overhead, is a significant step in
finding a solution to this problem."
Dr. Wagner noted that the WLU
Press will publish books of interest
not only to scholars, researchers
and students but for the educated
reader in general. It will also
publish books of regional interest.
An example is a book by the new
press, Networks of Contact: The
Portuguese and TorQnto, by Dr.
Grace Anderson, a well-known
Canadian sociologist. The book
investigates the condition of
Portuguese immigrants and
discovers, among other things,
that in getting jobs it is more
important who an immigrant
knows than what he knows .
Also recently published by
Wilfrid Laurier University Press is
John Connon's book on Elora, first
published in 1930 and long out of
print. The new edition contains a
biography of John Connon and an
introduction by Dr. Gerald
Noonan, a WLU English professor.
Other titles include Luther and
the Radicals by Dr. Harry
Loewen; the Image of the Indian
by Ronald G. Haycock; and the
Moyer Site: A pre-historic village
in Waterloo County, by a number
of researchers.

MacDonald House has been
utilized as office space for the
faculties of the Romance
Languages, Sociology,
Anthropology, and Mathematics.
This in itself has caused some
problems since members of the
faculty are able to walk through
the women's section of the House.
Since it is against fire safety
regulations, the doors separating
the sections cannot be locked.
Perhaps as time goes on the
faculty members will remember to
use the west door when entering
the building. Another problem
related to this aspect of the change
is that the doors separating the
residential and the office section
have to be frosted, and they have
not been at this writing. The
women have resorted to taping on
newspaper and a shade of blue
tempera that fortunately blends in
nicely with existing decor.
Perhaps this too will discourage
any curious faculty member of the
aforesaid departments.
In any case it seems as though
MacDonald House might well
become. the most congenial and
exciting residence on campus. It
won't take long for everybody to
get to know each other, as there
are only about 39 women there.
With a bit of imagination and cooperation, everybody will be able
to take full advantage of a Hall
that is situated close to the centre
of the university. The dining hall,
Central Teaching Building and
men's residence are all within a

few hundred feet of the front door.
What more could a woman ask
for?
Perhaps some of the men who
have had the pleasure to reside in
this old hall, might wonder what
great changes are in store for the
Cherished West Hall. Will it
survive the onslaught of 39 ruthless
women? Will it withstand the
pounding of 78 rushing feet and the
same number of industrious
hands? Certainly if this great,
wonderful, hallowed haven
managed to remain standing after
14 years of repeated water fights,
bicycle races, football games, all
night parties, orange throwing
contests and assorted other
academic activities it will
certainly survive any beating that
the new masters of MacDonald
House might be wont to inflict upon
it.
For the sake of all the old and
dear memories that you might
have held toward the old West
Hall, try to remember it as it was.
It will never be quite the same
again. Perhaps there are some of
the female gender who will join
with you in paying tribute to
greatest residence that ever was,
and carry on the MacDonald
House tradition and make sure
that they are worthy of the several
positive and commendable
characteristics that seem to have
been the trademarks of the typical
MacDonald House resident of the
past.
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A lot of people swear
we don't exist!
But here we are at
321 Weber St. N.
Waterloo
GUARANTEED SALES • SERVICE
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time at the Kitche
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Contact Bettylou
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Coming Soon!!
'"White Dawn"
'Dr. Zhivago"
·Gone With the Wind"
Travels With My Aunt"
"Our Time"
"Separate Peace"
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Solex; a well engineered, motor-assist bike,
built for economical transportation. Pedal
for fun and exercise or turn on the motor
to take you around the traffic.
This popular European bike performs at over
200 miles per gallon. Quiet. easy to operate,
great for parking, the Solex bike is ideal
transportation to work or school.

at

miles per gallon

$2 s99 5

ONLY

J't ..C!$f0ftC! STORES

24 Gaukel St. Kitchener NIH 4Gl, 66 Bridgeport Rd. Waterloo N2J 2J9

******~***************

From. the top: There will b
given us no indication of when they will consider
university buildings enough of a priority to give us
the kind of money that we need. I think it should
be pointed out, though, that had we not become
provincial there would have been no hope at all of
raising funds to get new buildings.

Optometry; they want Engineering, Dentistry,
Medicine where they see a definite way of earning

"The trend- seems to be ... to ·go
into professional programs."

As I understand it, the plan is to keep WLU a small
university. As a small university, what role do you
see it fulfilling in the- academic community? Will
it simply be a carbon copy of larger universities,
but on a smaller scale, or do you think that there
are possibly new frontiers in the field of university
education that WLU is in a position to explore?
Dr. Tayler: I think by remaining small we're more
flexible in the kinds of introductions in the way of
new programs, new courses. These kinds of things
are open to us; there's less rigid structure than in a
big university. It's easier to get faculty not only to
agree to new programs, but to become

a living. And this is opposed to the Arts, where
they feel it's a general training that doesn't lead to
a job. It is a problem for universities such as
ourselves that are fundamentally Arts universities.
There are only so many students in the province
who are interested in Arts, and as one of fourteen
or . fifteen institutions drawing on that pool we
have to make a very great effort.
And I think the best thing we can do to develop
an interest in us, since we must draw from this
pool, is to demonstrate to students that we can do
more than teach them some subject, that we can
develop a life for them that they can see and use
later on. That's a little general or vague kind of
statement, but it's something they have to work

"... we want to develop
the whole student... "
On August first of this year, Dr. Neale Tayler
replaced Dr. Frank Peters as President of WLU.
Dr. Peters had requested, and was granted, a one
year sabbatical leave. Dr. Tayler will be serving as
Acting President until Dr. Peters returns in
August, 1975.
In this interview with Cord editor Henry Hess,
Dr. Tayler discusses his philosophy toward
university education in general as well as
focussing on specific aspects which relate to the
educational program here at WLU.

enthusiastic about them too. You don't have the
inertia of a big place to contend with.
Again I want to come back and stress that more
and more we want to develop the whole student
rather than teach him some Sociology or some
French or some Business or some Social Work,
and thi:; is an ongoing process. I think we can get
more spirit in a small university too, that pervades
the whole life of the place.

Last year was the first for WLU as a provincial
university. Some of the effects of this move are
already obvious, such as the increase in faculty
and multiplying secretarial staff. How much is this
affecting the functioning of the university, and
what other changes can we expect in the near
future?
Dr. Tayler: Tke greatest effect is going to be a
better faculty student ratio, which is going to
allow us to reinforce our policy of a close faculty
student relationship. With the additional
secretarial help faculty should have more free
time to meet more with students on a personal
basis, either to deal with specific class work or
subject studies or, I would hope, their own human
problems too. Because I think this is part of the
educational process that we want to develop
here, or continue to develop. I want to go beyond
just a learning relationship. I think that the
personalities of faculty members-their
experience, their knowledge, their various
breadths are all things that can be transferred to a
student to help her or him develop their
personalities; develop their understanding,
providing it's around them.

Are there any specific programs that you foresee
being instituted here? On the Arts and Science
Council last year this was one of the things that I
recall hearing discussed, that possibly WLU could
lead· the way into new areas as a university
because it is small and therefo.re it would be less
difficult to initiate changes.
Dr. Tayler: This we want to do. We want to do it
right and it takes time to initiate these things. A
kind of dream I've got is a new program
something on a European model, where students
really develop their own interests working with
faculty members, and they may work two, three,
four even five years before they say "I think I'm
ready for my degree and I want to see if the
university thinks I am ready." And this would be a
completely open program where the student can
develop any kind of mixture of interests he wants.
There would be a certain amount of tutorial work
in this and a great deal of self-preparation, a great
deal of working with all kinds of faculty members.
And he'd be going on this ongoing thing without
the hurdle of annual examinations. It would be a
free program in the sense of saying "I'm learning
the things I want to learn, and when the university
is ready to certify I've learned enough to protect
its reputation then I want my exam; I want my
tests to seeY And this would leave a completely
open field for students.

An unfortunate side of the expansion has been the
strain which it has put on the existing facilities,
and now we have the portables in an attempt to
alleviate this. How long will the portables be
necessary? What is the status of the building
program?
Dr. Tayler: Well, the portables are 'temporary'.
We, of course, are totally dependent on the
capital funding of the province. Until the
government once again sets aside money for
capital projects, we cannot build. And they have

I find that very interesting. The next area I get into
has to do with the apparently decreasing market
value of the university degree as it exists today. In
the face of this some universities are finding it
difficult, I understand, to fill their enrollment.
How real a problem do you think this is, and what
could be done to alleviate iH
Dr. Tayler: It's a problem in the non-professional
areas. The trend seems to be among students
coming out of grade 13 to go into professional
programs. They want Business; they want

at, I think, through developing personality,
breadth of interests and depth of interest through
close contact with other people.
If the financial returns of a university degree, as it
stands, are decreasing, what other factors do you
think make it worthwhile to make the investment
necessary to obtain one? You have already
touched on some, but would you care to
elaborate a biH
Dr. Tayler: I don't know that the financial returns
are decreasing so much.

Well, there seems to be a problem with
unemployed Ph.D.'s.
Dr. Tayler: Yes, there's that. Let me come back a
moment to the Arts student. I don't think there
are fewer interested in Arts programs because of a
future decreasing income. I think they are going
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we wanted.
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The day used to be when we

taught Latin grammar, and that
was giving an Arts education."
I've noticed the trend you spoke of, toward
increasing enrollment in Business and other
professional schools. There also seems to be a
trend among universities toward perhaps
liberalizing their degree requirements by offering
interdepartmental majors or majors in fields such
as Urban Studies. If this trend continues, what do
you see as the future of the traditional Liberal Arts
educationl Do you think that there's still a place
for iH
Dr.Tayler: Oh, yes. It's not dying out. It's simply
shifting its ground and changing its interests to
meet a changing society. The day used to be when

still, in the Arts area, sees developing a person, a
whole man. But I think younger people, given the
economic conditions of the country, are pressing
more for security in the form of training, and at
least a profession that has a kind of guaranteed
income and employment. And how this is going
to be accomodated becomes a problem. How we
resolve that at this point I don't know. The Arts,
by going into interdisciplinary things, are to a
degree meeting this: the requirement for a
broader context of employment . The sociologist
isn't purely a sociologist anymore, he knows
something about urban planning and he knows
something about economic problems, which
allows him to present himself to an employer not
specifically as a sociologist but also as something
of an urban planner, for example, or an economist
or a geographer.

don't know for sure until we get the real count on
December 1. It does appear we're going to have
an in crease.

There seems to be a reluctance among students
now to make the investment in a university
education -unless they come out of it with
something they can sell.
Dr. Tayler: I think so. I think this is a function of
our social system.

~~we

1

1 think the university shouldn't

'1 think the best thing

throw over all its traditions

we can do ... is to

... But on the other hand I don't

demonstrate to students

think it can be a blind institution

that we can do more

that never changes ... "

than teach them some
subject; that we can
develop a life for them
that they can see and
use later on."

we taught Latin grammar, and that was giving an
Arts education. They don't teach it anymore, they
simply teach them to read Latin without
becoming involved in the actual grammar. And
this is what's happening in many other areas.
Instead of teaching simply Sociology, they draw
in now Economics, they draw in Geography, they
draw in Business; all kinds of other fields. And
what's really happening is that the traditional Arts
subjects have simply broadened themselves.
They've taken down barriers between
departments and spilled over and given a broader
program.
Do you think the focus is still on "building the
person", or is it on giving him the skills which he
can, in turn, sell on the job market?
Dr. Tayler: Well, this is a certain point of
contention here because I think the university

Do you think that this is a good thing, though, or
perhaps should universities, instead of catering to
this, try to impress upon people that a university
education can provide them with things that
won't necessarily be saleable on the job market,
but which will still have value to them as persons?
Dr. Tayler: I think so . I think the university
shouldn 't throw over all its traditions and rush
into what may well. be a temporary situation in
society. I think it should stress the values it
has built up over the years ! all knowledge and the
whole person . But on the other hand I don 't think
it can be a blind institution that never changes, no
matter what goes on around it. It must
accommodate itself to social means. I think,
again, there's a certain fine line to be drawn there ,
to give ground gradually and try to compromise
between traditional ideas and developing needs.
Do you foresee a division, perhaps, between
universities, with some becoming more
professionally oriented and others retaining their
liberal Arts characterl Or should this be
accomodated within the university itseiB
Dr. Tayler: N'o, I think it's inevitable that it's going
to happen that those universities with a number of
professional schools are going to develop those
areas and the Arts may stand still, if not drop.
Whereas others, such as ourselves, who are
mostly Arts are simply going to have to work
harder to hold the part we've got, because we're
not really in a position to start developing more
professional schools.
The enrollment her~ is, I believe, around 2,500
now.
Dr. Tayler: It's pretty close to 2,500
undergraduates. This is up from last year. We

But what are university plans; what's the
projectionl Do they plan to bring it up to, say,
3,000?
Dr. Tayler: Well, the long-range projection is to
have 2,600 undergraduates and about 400
graduates. And we're working toward that, we're
around 2, 450-2 , 500 undergraduates at the
moment, and something like 300 graduatP~ .
And as far as graduate studies, is that a field that
is going to be expanded here?
Dr. Tayler: It's going to develop. We're apparently

will probably develop some

new graduate programs."
gammg a reputation in our graduate areas. We
will take more students. We will probably develop
some new graduate programs. A Master of
Business Administration is very well developed at
the moment : successfully appraised and
successfully assessed . We're waiting for funding
to begin that. We will probably develop some new
inter-disciplinary graduate programs in Arts, too ,
through the new·-graduate faculty . Whether we'll
go into new degree programs, I don 't know . Most
likely, if we go ahead, will be a doctoral program
in social work, which could come within the next
five years .
During this year that you're serving as President,
do you intend to make any changes or will you
continue within the mold that Dr. Peters has set?
Dr. Tayler: Yes, there will be some changes, I
think . While I'm certainly going to continue in the
mold that Dr . Peters has set, as this is following
the policy set down by the Board of Governors
and I must abide by that, nevertheless I do intend
to try and develop some new things. We have to
have a very hard look at our Summer Session and
Extension to see what we can do to bolster that
area which is slipping a bit now . I think that we..
should be reaching out with more continuing
education and different programs, seminars, to
offer a broader range of what the university can
do there . We are of course, as you probably
know, working with cooperative concept in the
Business School. This has been introduced to the
Senate for some study and we're working on ways
of developing this which will be quite a new
concept to us for the business area . It's in effect in
Social Work, of course, but it could mean a dual
program system in Business: a full year here but a
second program where they're on a cooperative
basis.

a

Is this something that will be instituted this year,
or is it scheduled for next year?
Dr. Tayler: It will probably come-the earliest
would be the spring of 1975, and it might be
summer. It could well come during tne current
academic year.
That's two areas we're certainly working on
now .
I've heard a rumor, from a not necessarily reliable
source, that Dr. Peters may not be returning to
WLU after his year on sabbatical. Would you care
to comment on this?
Dr. Tayler: Well, it's certainly a rumor and I have
no doubt whatsoever that he'll be back in this
chair August 1 next year.
Thank you.
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WHEN THERE'S NO GREATER LOVE THERE'S
NO GREATER G~ -THAN A DIAMOND
Love is the greatest. And when you've got it,
flaunt it. With the gift of a diamond pin, ring,
pendant or earrings from our brilliant selection.
A diamond traditionally expresses lasting love.
And isn't love one tradition we'd like to
keep alive and thriving?

HAMBURGERS-HOTDOGS
FISH &CHIPS

30 KING W.
KITCHENER

c

10:00 AM-3:00AM
all week
256 WEBER N. WATERLOO
884-1750

REMINDER: Ground School for Private Pilot Training Program
begins Wednesday, September 25 at
University of Waterloo; Math Computer Building, Room 3003.

DINING ROOM
A GENUINE ROAR
20's ATMOSPH

28 KING N., WATERLOO 744-4107
next to the Waterloo Theatre

FREE DELIVERY ON

Pasta

Pizza

Subs

Mother smuggles in her special noodles from
sunny Italy, then tops off each steaming
platter with her own slowly-simmered sauce.
1. Pepperoni
2. Olives
3. Bacon
4. Green Peppers
5. Anchovies
6. Hot Peppers

7. Onions
8. Mushrooms
9.Ham
10. Salami
II. Double· Cheese
I2. Sliced Tomatoes

Cheese and Sauce
Add 1 item
Add.2 items
Add 3 items
Add 4 items
Add 5 items

8 slices
2.05
2.50
2.85
3.I5
3.40
3.65

Grandmother's Pizza
(Items I to 8 only
no substitutes please)

3.90

I2 slices
2.50
3.10
3.75
4.20
4.40
4.60
4.75

*Double items count as 2 items.
The Grandmother's Pizza does not include
sakzmi, ham, double cheese or sliced tomato.
These yummies are available at a slight
additional cost: 40¢ on our 8 slice pizza,
50¢ on the 12 slice.

Spaghetti and meat sauce
Spaghetti and mushrooms
Spaghetti and meatballs
Spaghetti and mushrooms plus
meat balls
Spaghetti Snack a half order spaghetti with meia. •auce
Spaghetti Snack with mushrooms
Spaghetti Snack with meat balls

crusty roll with cheese, tomato
lettuce and Mother's secret sauce.
or hot peppers are yours for the

I.69
1.99
1.99

1. ham, salami, mortadella and
luncheon meat
2. salami
3. ham
4. luncheon meat
5. mortadella
6. half the size, but all the fixings
of number one
7. sliced meatballs smothered in
Mother's spaghetti sauce
8. cheese

2.39
.99
1.29
1.29

Side Order Meat Balls

.69

Salads

.40

Mother's Home
Mother's is open
from 11 a.m. 'till 1 a.m.
Monday thru' Thursday;
from II a.m . 'till 2 a.m.
Friday and Saturday;
from 1 p.m. 'till I a.m.
Sunday and statutory holidays.

50¢

OFF

Pickup or
Delivery

Thos coupon entitles you to fifty cents
(50) off the regular price of any
Mother's 8 or 12 slice perfect pozzas
Please present the coupon at Mothers
Pizza Parlour, or on delivery orders
turn the coupon over to Mother's boy
when he calls at your door
Good Sunday to Thursday only
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kiss kiss flutter flutter

Utilizing painted faces, flare
rockets, glittery leather outfits,
fire alarms and semi-synchronized
spasticity, Kiss invokes a strong
initial and visual reaction but
another bunch of "pretty faces"
does not make a concert.

Technically, Kiss has mastery of
approximately
five
chord
progressions and the intricate but
notf orgotten 4 1 4 beat. Versatility, subtlety and variety are not
noticeably absent in Kiss. What is
noticed and felt is the neanderthal
rock that overpowers the body's
natural defence system; it is
transmitted In the upper decibel
range and demands that the body
react to It <mind use was optional
at this concert). Kiss, not being
musical or lyrical innovators,
appeal to the latent, primitive
emotions of the audience and
project semi-sexual images
<partially naked bodies and
wagging foot-long tongues) while
heightening their violent music
with the audience's energy level.
audience
responded
The
enthusi<~stically to the actions and
music of Kiss throughout most of
the concert. This is quite a
phenomenon considering the
blaring similarity between songs,
both new and old. The songs from
their debut album received the
strongest approval while the rest
of the material was from their
soon-to-be-released second album.
The hour-long performance was
well-timed in respect to Kiss's
ability to entertain and the upper
limit of decibel barrage that the
ears will take before having a
power failure. <For those who
were keeping score, the lead
guitarist ( ?) only soloed out of tune
twice and dischorded about seven
times).

photo by Wells

Opening the concert before the
gargoyles of glam-rock was Fludd .
Though it is hard to forgive them
for their past teeny-bop image and
their two dismal albums, their
present musical direction is quite
refreshing. Their "rock-a-boogie"
style enticed positive response
with old as well as new numbers.
This six-man unit showed much
potential with due notice
appropriated to the fine interplay
of the two guitarists and the fiveman vocal efforts, which

unfortunately were not always
audible throughout the entire T.A.
<All those who recognize the
second guitarist as the original
Leigh Ashford guitarist who laid
down some impressive solo and
slide guitar movements, may
cancel their ten hour Torque Room
obligation for this week.) They are
a good opening act to arouse the
audience and are worth noting for
future reference.
James Robert Hiller

County really_exiSts
drama and on to contemporary
rock and folk . The schedule is
available at the station, 1342 King
E. in Kitchener and everyone is
urged to phone or drop in and find
out more about the operation. On
top of all this, they need volunteer
workers for a variety of jobs, so if
you're interested please get in
a benefit for the touch with them .
Now, to get back· to the concert.
community
is !18. 7 on your Spott Farm opened up the show
Jnd the new with what could only be called an
polished
and
will be financed extremely ·
from this concert professional performance. They
to tune in all are very strong on vocals and that
some of the is where their talent lies. The flute
affair and playing-well, they tried hard but
donations from they will have to do a little more
limited practising. They definitely have a
benefit "sound" but it has drifted from
is operating what used to be an earthy flavour
and broadcasts to a much more commercial one.
classics thru to The only serious criticism I have is

Perth County
How about Spott
groups that call
these names
last Sunday at
itJw,.Anllitnrium and
excellent
that particular

that the lyrics were often hard to
distinguish over other musical
effects. The 600 or so people that
were there gave them a standing
ovation that was well deserved.
And then .. . and then Perth
County Conspiracy. Perhaps that
the style and the content of their
performance seems to remain
consistent and of consistently high
quality is part of the whole point of
the Conspiracy . A plainly folk
group or should I say troup, their
emphasis is relating to the
audience with lyrics borne out of
meaningful personal experiences.
These lyrics are beautifully
caressed with nearly all acoustic
instrumentation. The experience
was simply peaceful, relaxing and
pleasantly contemplative. As for
the audience? I couldn't stay to
hear their reaction,. but to be sure,
I was one of the only very few that

by Burtchell

left before the concert ended
shortly before midnight.
It should be noted that both of
these groups are from south
western Ontario and while Spott
Farm lives in the country Perth
County Conspiracy lives in the
country and farm the land they

Peace at Home

lotsa talent, no product
The last and probably the least
known member is J.D. Souther,
who for many years performed
solo in the L.A. music scene and
penned a number of the Eagles'
tunes together with Glen Frey. So
that's the supergroup . ......

1.29
1.09
1.09

.99
99

.79
definition, the
Furay Band
a supergroup.
famous of the
He began
; working
Neil Young,
. then formed

Poco.

Now, what do we do with only
three musicians? You certainly
can't make a band out of three
guitarists. So the next thing is to
include sidemen, and they are as
experienced as SHF. Jim Gordon
spent a great deal of time with
Eric Clapton <Derek and the
Dominoes) and just completed
Clapton's comeback tour as
drummer. AI Perkins is on steel
guitar and guitar and Paul Harris
is on keyboards. Both are from the
Steven Stills Band, Manassas.
So this is a supergroup and the
rock press has been raving since
the announcement of it's
formation. The potential for great
things is there, but have they lived

up to that potential? Often as in the
case of CSNY, personalities will
clash. This should be expected
when four individuals attempt to
collaborate on an end product.
Another possibility is that this
collection of incredibly talented
men will not sound quite up to par
when playing in one band, as was
the case with Blind Faith.
This, SHF's first album, should
give us our idea of what to expect
now and in the future from them.
The first cut on this album, "Fallin
in Love", seems to indicate the
path which this band intends to
follow, that is, an expression of
individual taste. This song is laced
with Furay trademarks- the
rollicking guitar and wailing voice,
reminiscent of Poco.
The real standout on this album
is J.D. Souther. The influence
which he has had on the Eagles
becomes very obvious, especially
"Border
Town"
and
on
"Heartbreaker", two songs which

live on. And for those of you who
are new to this area and would like
an alternative to groups like Kiss
and Fludd watch for another
opportunity to see Perth County
Conspiracy and Spott Farm.
My compliments to CKWR for
selecting two very fine groups for
their benefit concert.

sound identical to the Eagles.
Hillman seems to be the only one
who stra_ys from his musical roots
at all, especially in his song "Safe
at Home" which frankly is the
poorest, shallowest song on the
album. So the album is not really
any kind of musical synthesis but
rather a collection of the works of
each individual, performed with a
little help from some friends.
Furay preserves his fantastic
vocal work, completely intact
from his days with Poco and the
writer of each song can be
identified simply by saying, "Does
this sound like the Eagles, Burritos
or Poco .
H you like the past products of
either of Souther, Hillman or
Furay, it is a sure bet that this
album will be enjoyable, but
definitely not one of your
favourites. It's good but not that
good. Mter all, they've only just
begun.
-John Carpenter

The play, Peace At Home which
was presented in the concourse by
The Player's Guild left me with a
poor impression of the WLU
drama club. Not only was the play
over-dramatized at times, it
seeme(J to lack continuity ·and
sense of direction. Failure to
identify with the audience came
with the obvious fact that both
actors were fighting for the
spotlight. They seemed to be
playing a
game between
themselves resulting in over
emphasized dialect and volume.
To me it represented a mock play.
The actors appear to have
theatrical ability and if put to
proper use could present a very
good production. Mark Cumming
put extra expression into his role
and could, no doubt, provide
excellent entertainment if he
steered this talent into proper
channels.
Perhaps it is the philosophy of
The Players Guild which must be
revised. Let's hope their next
presentation
proves
more
entertaining.
by Susan Mulhall
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It Says
In The Book
..,.: westmount place
• pharmacy s78-88oo
is open 9am till 1Opm daily
and 11 am till 9pm
Sundays and holidays

,

Trivia
by Jack Steumpel
Here it is! Escape from the
barrage of profundities aimed at
you by the rest of the universitythe unmistakeable relief of
TRIVIA. 'fhe contents of this
column will change neither your
life nor the course of world events.
In fact, this column is simply
intended to relieve you from the
unending tedium of thumbtwiddling in that heavy R&C class,
or to take your mind and eyes off
the food in the Torque Room.
This week we will begin a noncredit course in how to make it
through university. The most
obvious and successful way is to be
intelligent, study hard and work
ambitiously until you reach your
goal. Howevec, if the university
insisted on teaching only this kind
of student, all classes could be
contained in the new portables and
the rest of the campus could be
turned into a museum.
For the majority of students,
then, we offer this course.
Lesson One: Grovel.
Much as professors might be
disgusted by a display of
obsequiousness, their
egos
demand it. The more outrageous
your display, the more kindly they
will look upon you . Be careful,
though. If they suspect that you
are not being sincere in your effort
to inflate their egos, you've lost.
Thus this ploy is only for very good
actors.
Lesson . two will appear, Fred
and Henry willing, next week.
Back to the euchre game .

OE!Fi!

---

LOST REWARD

Prescription
sunglasses
during summer session.
Gold metal frame in brown
leather case. Also one gold
ballpoint pen. 744-6292

~.:a':. . NEIL

YOUNG

ina IIICIIAD. V..... 1m

•D£A111 W&l"
.~- "A Paramount Release

[!I

OPENS HIS MIND
TO TAKE YOU ON A

JOURNEY

THROUGH

THE PAST
ANEW,FILM
BY NEIL YOUNG.
with NEIL YOUNG, CROSBY,
STILLS &NASH, THE BUFFALO
SPRINGFIELD. Technicolor

STEROPHONIC SOUND

MIDNIGHT SHOW
SATURDAY SEPT. ·21
12:05 A.M.

2 SHOWS NIGHTLY
7:00.&9:2C>PM

-
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invades WLU with more ·and more mus1c

festival, comme
or the tasteful
extravaganza, the
become one great way
_with a friend or
what is happening in
world.
at WLU, for instance, the
audience has been
to some of the best
to have emerged over
The list, somewhat
the ''who's who" of
includes such wellperformers as Joni
Murray Maclachlan,;
Turner Overdrive,
Hayes, Lighthouse, Neil
llld Valdy. Have you ever
bow such superstars hit
cam~? What is really
in the planning, staging
of one of these

There is one SAC department
that deals exactly with these
questions-the Board of Student
Activities. The board has different
committees that manage the
specific areas included under the
rather too simple heading ''student
entertainment". Obviously this
board and the particular·
committees have a momentous
job.
Overall, this group of dedicated
and hardworking people concerns
itself with two main priorities: the
best possible entertainment and
diversified activities, at the most
workable and beneficial prices;
for both themselves and the
student.
Concerts, one major part of
student activities, are the most
exciting and at the same time
demanding events that one can be
involved with. One saving grace,
at this point in time, is that the
concerts currently scheduled are
run by a promoter, with whom the
people on the entertainment
committee work very closely.
Joe Recchia, a competent and
well informed "people mover",

acts as the liason between the big
·"promoter" and the three
gentlemen that make up the
entertainment committee: Mike
Strong, Marshell Spegel and Blair
Hansen. In this way, the
experience gained by working with
more professional people, will
enable WLU to handle and manage
its ·own concerts in the future.
'rhere is a great deal of risk
involved, to take planning such
elaborate affairs too lightly.
A concert on that scale takes
three days to prepare and involves
everything from setting up sound
and lighting equipment and
securing stage facilities, to setting
up chairs and selling tickets. Not
only does this type of endeavour
require some amount of expertise,
it also demands patience and the
cool assurance that you know what
you are doing at all times.
Knowledge of the musical
climate and a certain amount of
good luck is involved in the
select1on and acquisition of
suitable bands and artists to
ensure that the quality of the
entertainment presented is of the.
best calibre. This is one more area
in which the work of someone else
such as Recchia is indispensible to
any group "learning the ropes."
He knows what is going on and
passes pertinent and wellinformed information to the
committee at the BSA's end. What
type of entertainment the student
body wants is based on such
people's knowledge of the current
musical ·movements and again, on
experience gained over the years
of dealing with university
audiences and the entertainers
themselves.
It is quite obvious that WLU has
not been blessed with any
auditorium of great capacity.
<Where would we put a Rich or
Varsity Stadium, let alone
something as intimate as the
illustrious Massey Hall ! )
In fact, WLU's facilities include
the Athletic Complex, which seats
about three thousand, and the
Theatre
Auditorium
that
accommodates a meagre twelve to
thirteen hundred.
This in itself limits the type, and
perhaps the quality of the

of the Gravel Voice

mil

and The Band did
popular tour. Eric
back after three years
Crosby, Stills, Nash and
reformed. The Who
North American tour
years, and of course Joe
is back singing his
emotional songs.
burst into the
with his intense version
a Little Help From My
Writers have always
pressed to describe his
basically it is probably
11110parable to the voice of
Although similar Mr.
voice does contain a
quality quite unlike any
within the current
field.
to the concert at U.
12, I looked
the show with mixed
one hand the new Joe
is exceptional. He
singing slow ballads;
li songs I personally
he handles
most
With the help of fine
Randy Newman,
Harry Nilsson and
the new album is

very moving.
But Joe Cocker has a bad
reputation for live concerts. For
example his last previous show in
Toronto at Massey Hall was
terrible. Thanks for the poor show
should be given to the promoters
C.Y.M.B.A. who produced the
worst sound I have ever heard in
my life.
You must remember that the U.
of W. campus is not the best place
to see a concert. It is very
impersonal and because of the
poor acoustics I have yet to hear
half decent sound quality in the
gymnasium. Despite all my
worries Mr. Cocker was great and
put on a fabulous concert.
Joe Cocker came out and did two
fairly rocking songs; "Turn out
The Light" off the new album and
"Pardon Me Sir" off the fourth.
But rock and roll was not what we
heard through out most of the
night. Mr. Cocker seems to be
leaning more towards quiet
ballads.
Particularly of note at the
concert was the song "You are So
Beautiful" written by Billy
Preston. The song is very simple
but builds up around a very
beautiful melody. Joe handled the
song with the style he hasn't shown
since the Mad Dogs and
Englishmen band.
Mr. Cocker also did two Randy
Newman songs which was most
pleasing to me. Randy Newman is
an excellent song composer who

writes the most creative music I
have heard in a long time. Joe did
"Guilty" off the new album as well
as "Lucinda".
It was unfortunate that the
audience had come only to hear the
old songs but I must admit it was
most exciting to hear songs like
"Hitchcock Railway" or "High
Time We Went". Without a doubt
the highlight of the concert was
"With a Little Help From My
Friends". It's five years since that
song was recorded but its still one
of the most staggering statements
within the music of our time.
Cock and Bull the new back up
band was very good with the
pianist being especially notable.
They were reminiscent of the
Grease Band who backed up Joe
before the Mad Dogs and friends
took over.
The show . they put on together
was not without flaws as a few of
the songs tended to drag. ~ut all in
all Mr. Cocker and the band made
for an entertaining emotional
experience.
The first band Montrose was
unfortunately almost pathetic.
They may have appealed to some
of the deafer numerous Nazareth
fans in the audience but their super
loud heavy chord style was just
dull. The entire show was
completely unoriginal and if the
band members were talented
musicians they certainly did a
good job of hiding their attributes
on Thursday night.

performer that is available to
students on this campus. In the
past the record of great concerts
does justice to the work performed
and
the goals that
the
entertainment committee has set
for itself and the student body. An
overall sense of duty to the student
permeates the attitudes expressed
by the members of the BSA and
perhaps this is one key to some of
their success. It would be too easy
to say that there is not some
amount of dissention among the
BSA troup. When such a group of
people works together, different
personalities emerge and it often is
by this "sense of duty" .!hat
everything is pulled together to
create a cohesive unit.

Some of the concerts that WLU
students can look forward to in the
near future include George Carlin,
October 9th; Nazareth, October
25th; and Arlo <.iuthrie on the 14th
of November. These names only
add to the already impressive list
of musicians that have graced the
WLU stage.
For the benefit of the students of
Wilfrid Laurier University, the
tickets for Nazareth and George
Carlin will be on sale in advance
before they are distributed to the
other ticket outlets.lt is hoped that
in this way we the students here at
WLU will have every opportunity
to buy tickets and attend these
concerts, ones thal I in particular
cannot wait to see.

~ESNOIIESNOIIE
A British Dirty Harry
by Stan Michna
This is a well executed movie. It
succeeds despite the glaring fact
that it includes nearly every
standard ploy employed in the last
decade of "relevant" espionage
films. The dull, muddled life of an
Intelligence Agent has been
revealed to us at the expense of
what the viewer actually believes
exists:
excitement. Boring
Intelligence chiefs,
undecipherable English accents
and endless bureaus have all
served to detract from what once
was good entertainment. This film
seems to have all of the above at
certain points, but it also has
incredible pace.
Michael' Caine, as yet another
British Intelligence Agent (no not
Harry Palmer) finds that his son
has been kidnapped and is being
held for a ransom posSessed by the
Intelligence
Agency.
The
kidnappers' aim is to collect the
ransom and discredit Caine as an
informant. When the Agency
<MIG) refuses to pay the ransom,
Caine sets out to rescue his son,
dispose of the kidnapper-enemy
agents and thereby prove his
innocence. <He also has time to
foster a reconciliation with his
estranged wife.) What seems
obvious is that either a farce or a
muddle occurs. Neither, in fact,
does occur.
Instead, a good thrilling movie
emerges. Director Don Siegal
<Dirty Harry, Charley Varrick)
once again displays his pessimistic
fascination with the individual
caught up in an inexorable tangle

~0

of events that can only be cleared
by a decisive stand of will and
ingenuity. Siegal's talent for
precise direction and editing
provide the viewer willi another
exam pie of tremendous and
vibrant pace that will not allow the
mind to stray. Creating a type of
British Dirty Harry, Palmer,
Siegal forces the audience to urge
and eventually cheer Caine's
antics until the inevitable final
confrontation
and
equally
inevitable shoot-«<t. The final sigh
of relief is not dwelt upon. The film
ends.
What provides Siegal with most
of his clout is the stellar British
cast, from the lead to the
supporting roles. Caine's range is
so incredible that-one would think
that his casting in an espionage
film is a departure from his
regular roles. He is so damningly
believable and watchable that
would-be actors in guilds will
surely have to decide to quit acting
and
become
university
administrators if they wish to
continue in a less competitive but
equally creative profession.
The show stopper, however, is
Donald Pleasance as the Bureau
Chief. His stuffy, dogmatic and
thoroughly underplayed portrayal
of Harper is a lesson in sheer
talent. Even John Vernon
<formerly of the CBC> displays his
talent in his role as the villain. His
face of acne scars that looks as
though he once played goalie for a
dart team, makes one wonder if
perhaps Clearasil isn't an acti.Dg
deterrant. Pock marks are
menacing and indeed filmable.

18t ...

September 18 to 21
The Master Builder, a play by
Henrik Ibsen, Theatre of the
Arts, University of Waterloo,
curtain time 8 p.m., tickets
$1.50, $1 for students.

Michael Caine,
courtesy.

free

film

September 25
Art Sale and Exhibit, U of W Art

Gallery. 1000 original prints
from the Ferdinand Roten
September 19 to October 11 Galleries will be on exhibit from
1
Art Exhibition, of the works of
10 a.m.
Kim Ondaatje, University of
Waterloo Art Gallery.
All Month
September 20
Photo exhibit, of the works of
Vern Shuster, presents a
Terry Williams at the Kitchener
program of his own song's
Public Library.
accompanied by guitar and
Any campus group or
banjo in the Kitchener Public
organization is asked to bring in
Library auditorium. 8:15 p.m.,
announcements of events they
no charge.
are scheduled so the event can
be included in the To Be
September 23
column.
Jazz Records, a preview of the
Please address all notices to
Kitchener Public Library's new Pat Bush, entertainment editor,
acquisitions.
and have them in no later than
September 24
10 a.m. of the Tuesday
Alfie, SAC film, starring preceding publication.
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Insight Out
Rick Campbell
Before I continue, I'd like you to know that I have the worst
sense of humour this side of Flatjoke, Iowa. Just ask either of
my friends. Not that it bothers me at all, as you will see here
all year long. My jokes break me up. And as long as I thtnk I'm
funny, that's all that counts. Besides, none of you pitched a
tent for three weeks outside the Cord office to get this job.
Time to pull the plug on this incessant garble. The boys
have generously donated this space to me for some reason or
t'other . Basically, to shoot the works on how we're going to
get it on with Cord Sports this year . Firstly, it must be realized
that not everyone likes sports. Perish the thought, but that's
the way it is. Those of you who do like sports will be known as
my chums. This section of the paper will be written for you to
enjoy. Those of you who don't will be hereafter referred to as
my designated quiffs, which should in no way be taken as a
slight to your warped personalities . You see, I know damn
well who reads the sports in the Cord, cause I snooped around
the Torque Room last year to find out . The senior Business
boys don't. They only turn to the sports to see if the stock
quotations are on the following page . The philosophy zunts
(sorry Henry) still think a baseball game is won by the team
with the most batters who have crossed homer plato . And the
test tubes in the bio dept. cancelled their subscription after
we refused to carry an Ask Andy syndication instead of the
race results.
However, that still leaves a few people around here who
want to read the sports . Dean Nichols, Dr. Morgenson and
th~ boys, the athletic dept., the varsity jock, his girlfriend,
the intra-mural jock, maybe his girlfriend, the freshie who
finds relief from the big words in the rest of the paper, and
anyone who knows the name of the star of "The King of
Hockey ." They all might like to look in once in a while . Oh,
and my parents, who would read my crap if it were the height
of pornography .
Two main heavies I'd like to get into today . At the risk of
sounding like your grade nine English teacher, the topics are
style and content . As far as style is concerned, I'm hoping you
will find this year's edition a refreshing change from the
immediate past . If you are looking for the Cosell-type
agitation found here in the past few years, you ,can pack this
section in right now. No one associated with this paper is in a
position to level criticism at, nor question the ability of any
personnel connected with athletics at WLU. Since nearly all
of any criticism is centred at the varsity plateau, just
remember that our athletes are not professionals. If they were
and if I were reporting for a daily newspaper, then my attitude
would definitely be different. But they are not, and I am not.
For all the back-row grumblers, this isn't a cop-out either. I
just happen to love sports and hate to see it suffer at WLU
because some envious and frustrated jock decides to take his
typewriter on a power trip . I've been called worse things
before, so I won't mind being referred to as an athletic
support.
As far as content is concerned, some things will remain the
same, some will change. Varsity sports will receive usual
coverage; this year, however, I would like to change from a
statistical approach to one involving more overall scope and
impression. I will be writing this column every week, usually
topical, and ranging from pro sport right down to our
intramural scene. With increased space in this year's paper,
there will be weekly coverage of intramural events, hopefully
spotlighting on a different one every week. Minor varsity
features will also appear, as will periodic reports on our
aquatics program. And my goodness, girls, do not despair.
Coverage of women's sports will hopefully be much better
and more organized than in recent years, even though this
issue won't show it.
So that's a bit of an insight into what's ahead . Before I turQ
the lights out though, I'd like to introduce you to my staff this
year . First off, we've got photographer Jim, who also hopes to
do some writing at the various levels this season . I also have a
select group of friends who will be working alongside me.
Leading off is Dippy Debooger, whose main claim to fame is
1963 Bolo-bat champion of North Dakota. He says he even
has the crest to prove it. Next comes Ned Newt, who joins the
staff this season after a very succesful year as bottle collector
at Centennial Stadium. But my star reporter, direct from
California Wesleyan is Parlyle Punkydinker, whose main asset
is his ability to type with his toes. He'll claim that with the
right thickness of wool sock and an electric typewriter, he can
beat the grunt out of any secretarial pool in the Twin Cities.
There's just no end to this man's talents .
If you're not interested in sports at WLU, I won't blame you
for not reading this section every week. Kinda too bad
though, you will be missing the best part of the paper. If you
are a borderline case, membership to my chum club is very
cheap-free for the reading. To those of you who are already
my chtJms, we're going to have a lot of fun this year. Looks
like a banner year for athletics at WLU. Let's experience it
together, right here.
See you next week .

Complex Corn
Intramural Interest
-What's the most sought after
trophy in the history of sport? The
Stanley Cup? The Super Bowl? The
Grey Cup? The World Cup? Nope,
you're all wrong. It is the Tuffy
Knight Trophy and I'm Ivan
Intramural, here to tell you all
about how you can win it.
My buddies and I down at the
Intramural Council were pleased
with last year's program, without
a doubt the most successful WLU
has had at this level. Naturally ,
there were a few unpopular events,
but these were far outweighed by
the tremendous popularity and
turnout of the other events.
In order to make 1974-75 even
more successful, we have devised
competitive units at the school and
have initiated a standard point
system to establish the eventual
winners of the most sought-after
and treasured silverware in the
land.
The units are divided up very
simply, to avoid misunderstanding
and confusion. For the men living
on campus, you will be assigned to
a team in accordance with your
place of residence. So if you live in
Willison Hall, you will play for a
Willison Hall team. See how simple

Ivan can make it? The women will
either be on a Conrad or
MacDonald team, sectioned off by
floor . By doing this, Gary and Sue
are hoping to establish rivalries
among the residences . Off-eampus
rivalries should also develop as
those people will be assigned to
teams according to their faculty
and year. And just to give you one
of Ivan's important reminders; in
order for your team to compete,
you must send at least one
member to the organizational
meeting for that event. Try to be
represented in every event; even if
you think your chances are slim,
valuable participation points are
available to contribute to your
unit's score . When final standings
are computed for each event, the
first place team will receive 25 big
ones to count towards their total
score. Second will count 20 and so
on down to the fifth place club,
which will score s-points. But is
that all? No sir, there's play-off
points! Ten bananas for the overall
champ, and five for the finalist.
Points are also available for Ivan's
individual and team tournaments.
This gives you lots of chances to
help your team in its quest for
Tuffy's Trophy. So join m"'e, Ivan
Intramural, down at the complex,

Filly Forum
It is that time of year, for WLU's
women to don their athletic
bloomers and invade the gym and
athletic field. Tryouts for Womens'
Varsity teams begin this week.
Sue Johnston, WLU's Womens'
Athletic Co-ordinator, is looking
forward to a successful year with
many participants.

Volleyball tryouts begin Thurs.
Sept. 19th-4:30 p.m. with Sue
Johnston returning for her second

year as coach. Basketball tryouts
begin Thursday Sept. 19 at 6
o'clock with a new coach, Warren
Sutton. He comes to us from the
University of Ottawa, where he
has coached both men's and
women's basketball teams for four
years. Badminton tryouts begin
Thurs. Sept. 19th-6:30 p.m. with
coach Mary Lynn Griffiths.
Curling gets underway November
1, with Mrs. Cruise as coach.
For the first year, we are trying

Action Aquatics
Hi there. Sam Swim here,
teetering to you from the diving
board, high above the pool down at
the Athletic Complex. Roger and
the boys have asked me to send
this message up to the Cord Office.
What's the message about? Two
things. Firstly, swimming, diving,
scuba diving and assorted other
activities which come under the
general heading of aquatics, and
which Roger is offering to you this
year. Secondly, participation. You.
The name of the game. Whether or
not you are afraid to wash your
face or were ready to tackle Lake
Ontario this summer, there is
something for you in WLU's swim
program. Courses are available in
beginning swimming, senior Red
Cross, and Bronze Medallion. And
if you are saying to yourself that

you have already achieved
distinction at those levels,
participation is still a key word.
How 'bout the varsity swim team,
which is talked about elsewhere in
this section. In order to allow for
total involvement, a program is
also available for children of
faculty, staff and students on
Saturday mornings. For all
instructional programs, the cost is
minimal considering the valuable
skills which will be learned. And in
the new year, an instructional
course in Skin and Scuba Diving
will be offered; the response will
be tremendous if last year's course
is any indication.
Aside from the instructional
program at WLU, the pool is also a
great recreational hotbed. Many

out on the field,
this year.
This isn't Ivan
anymore. It's Rick
putting in a few
about intramurals
just used my chum
up my explanation
you might already
before in the intr,.m•nll
Whether you have
me tell you
looked into the
summer,
that with our
of the best
That's not only
however, it is
experience. A
basket is a ua•••c•,,....
a shut-out rel!:ardlesatfl
which it is
nothing like a
hockey game to
academic p
accompanying
existence. You are
chance. If you try
participate in
various people
organize it, then
imminent. CORD
the most rewardi•
WLU's Intramural
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Touching up a ~ham pion

split ends Warren Howe and
Wayne Kemick; since this leaves
the offensive line without a tight
end, rookie Mike Warbick and
newcomer John Wintermeyer will
share slotback duties, primarily to
provide additional blocking for
Gordie and the back-field boys.
However, Warbick also displayed
excellent pass-catching ability
during the intra-squad game, as
did Warren Howe who caught two
touchdown passes. Other Gold
majors were counted by Chalupka,
with two, McMann, Haswell and
Taylor. Placekicker Wintermeyer
added five converts and two field
goals.
The Gold defence also looked
steady during the game and held
the Purple team to very little
offense. One bright spot on the
Purple team was the poised
performance of quarterback
Wayne Parizeau, who, despite
being under tremendous pressure
for most of the game, maintained a
definite coolness and executed his
plays remarkably well.

the calibre of play on both sides
was befitting that of a late season
encounter. Even though we won
the game 24-7, Mac was by no
means a pushover and the Hawks
were definitely full measure for
their victory.
The play started out rather
slowly in the first quarter, but soon
it became evident that the
wishbone offense was executing
well. Offensively speaking,
Chalupka and McMann were
running the ball well and
Wintermeyer contributed a 37 yard
field goal to give the Hawks a 3-0
lead at the end of the quarter. One
very encouraging aspect was the
play of John Glassford at defensive
end, a position new to him this
year.
The Hawks took a 12-0 lead into
the dressing room at half-time as
Chalupka continued his fine
ground performance, scoring one
touchdown and giving Hawks
excellent field position on other
occasions. WLU added the
additional two points on a safety

ta~mg off on another on~ of his patented kick-off... returns. Notice th~ excellent blocking
•nd dlso the dismayed look on the face of the Mac defender, who knows that if he makes the
ache is not far behind. Hawks won the game last Saturday 24-7.

the score was
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:ncrease the coliming of the Gold
ense in preparation
cason. And save
plays that must
oaches shaking their
.rpose was achieved.
blocking of the
the backfield of
and Haswell,
and Gordie Taylor
at will, providing
W!Wmtlement during the
ere also given a
the new offensive
ch the Hawks will
employ during the
Iting the fullwill be twin

Okay freshies, you can skip this
paragraph. Now think back
veterans to last year, first game of
the season . We also played Mac on
that occasion. There was great
concern that the game was going
to end, and that no winner would be
declared. In answer to your next
question, no, the score wasn't tied.
We finally emerged victorious in
what was grossly understated as a
comedy of errors. The difference
between that game last year and
last Saturday's game could
definitely be described as the
difference between Heaven and he- double toothpicks.
Saturday's game was without a
doubt the finest opening season
tussle that I have witnessed in
seven
years
of
OUAA
spectatorship. Aside from the fact
that our team emerged victorious,

touch in the last two minutes as the
Mac punter neglected to handle a
snap twelve feet over his head.
Negatively speaking, the second
quarter also saw injuries to
running mates Haswell and
McMann, but with the insertion of
Mike Weiler and Dave Fahrner
into the backfield, the awesome
Hawk machine hardly even paused
to refresh . Weiler was particularly
effective in making the Mac
defenders look like barnacles,
carrying them for yards at a time.
Very shortly into the third
quarter, the Hawks took complete
control of the game. Gord Taylor
was the most surprised player in
the house, when, on a quarterback
option, he found nothing but
daylight in the Mac backfield and
trotted half the tract for our second
major. The whole play can be

-Vees Steamroll 29-0
Junior Varsity
tarted their season
29-0 whitewash
College Bruins,
Canadian College
•11001tcame from the toe
r, on a wide field
Later in the same
Piccolo carried the
first major score,
8-0 at the half.
touch-down was

marred by an injury to Piccolo,
who suffered an ankle fracture on
the play.
No further scoring occurred
until the fourth quarter, when Paul
Nelson, Randy Corsini, and
Carmen Buonnacotte all hit the
scoresheet to give us the 29-0
margin of victory over a team that
only last week turned back the
University of Waterloo Warriors
varsity squad.
The Hawks controlled the stats

with Randy Martin being the
leading ground gainer with a 7.8
yard average. The Hawks aerial
attack was considerably more
ef(ective than the varsity attack in
Hamilton. Our defensive effort
was 100 percent and made things
easy for the offense. Generally
speaking this is a fine Junior
Varsity team and should be an
excellent proving ground for the
newer football players here at
Laurier.

passed off as petty foolishness on
the part of the Mac defenders, who
were gullible enough to believe
that Gordie had handed off on the
play . This made the score 19-0,
and, being the generous guests, we
accepted another two points gratis
from the Mac centre before the end
of the quarter.
Scoring started in the fourth
quarter with John Wintermeyer
hitting on a 49 yard field goal. You
know, I was out watching the team
practise the other day and I was
wondering why they were
scrimmaging from Roy Roger's
parking lot. Then I realized it was
just Wintermeyer practising his
placements. What a leg.
This brought the count to 24-0,
and that's how the score would
have stayed, except for one bizarre
play which gave Mac its only score
of the day . A pitchout was fumbled
around the Mac 40 yard line and
was picked up by one of their
defensive lineman. As he was
being tackled by Taylor at
midfield, he lateralled back to one
of his linebackers who ambled the
rest of the field unscathed for the
six points. Freaky, maybe, but
nevertheless a heads up play on
their part.
Looking back on the game, many
Hawks could be singled out for
their outstanding play. Rookie
defensive backs Bob Wagner and
Glen Leach played alongside
Messrs. Dewey and Duffy with
tremendous poise. Linebackers
Mike Murphy and Garry Wilton

were towers of strength in their
initial university game. Dave Dix
went well both ways and John
Glassford was a constant reminder
to quarterback Harrison that a
good football team does not win by
offense alone .
The offensive stars have already
been mentioned, but great credit
must also be given to the offensive
Hne which constantly blew holes in
the Mac defense for their running
mates . The only nagging memory I
have of this game was the
numerous personal infractions
which cost our team valuable
yardage, and in the case of Glen
Leach , nullified a fine interception
return and touchdown.
Finally, I'd like to single out who
I considered to be the most
valuable player of the game. Not
only did Dave Fahrner. play an
exceptional game at linebacker, he
also subbed proficiently at
fullback when Haswell was
injured. Not considering that ~o be
enough, Dave also contributed
several crunching tackles on the
speciality team. This game, in my
opinion, was Dave's finest hour as
a Golden Hawk.
- Considering the injuries to key
men like Haswell, Chalupka and
Grant Haggerty, Saturday's
contest against Guelph could prove
to be a very tough battle. Coach
Knight rates the-Gryphons as one
of the teams to beat and in order to
remain champions that we are,
victory here would almost seem
imperative.

1

Varsity Briefs
-Center Rich Griffiths picked up a
neat pair of bikini briefs on the
weekend with matching tee-shirt.
-There was an excellent response
for varsity golf as 15 people tried
out for the five available positions.
The team played in the Waterloo
Invitational on Monday and is
currently competing in the
Carling O'Keefe Invitational
College and University Golf
Tournament in Georgetown. With
scores consistent with those of
.Practice rounds, the team should
show quite well; reports on their
progress will appear in subsequent
issues.
-There has been an initially
disappointing lack of response for
the formation of a WLU cross
country team. However, it is felt
that this lack of response can be
attributed to the removal of
posters announcing the formation
of the team. Therefore, anyone so
inclined to participate in
university
cross-country
invitationals is encouraged to

contact Coach Smith in the
Athletic Complex as soon as
possible.
-A meeting was held Monday by
Coach Gowing concerning the
formation of the varsity tennis
team. Five players will be chosen
to compete, seeded, in singles,
doubles, and mixed competition.
There is a possibility of invitation
university
sponsored
to
tournaments, and the team will
definitely be going to the regionals
in Guelph. Any'one desiring to play
is asked to contact the Coach.
-Defensive tackle Rick Pederson
gives a hearty slap on the back to
Griff, but says "no, I prefer the
more conventional boxer shorts."
-The varsity swim team will be
forming shortly and Coach
Passmore is urging all swimmers
who are interested, to contact him
before October 1. The team, both
boys and girls, got started last
year and hopes to become even
more popular this year, with
participation in dual meets and
relay and diving events.
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In this issue : the Neale Tayler interview
the Turrett is open
Pat Bush on concerts
16 pages and colour [thanks Ken]
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